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INTRODUCTION
A study of the medical end surgic·l

manage-ment of sallblRd<i.er disease leads to the
1nev1t- able conclusion that present day therapy is
in-adequate.

From the surgeons ooint of view the

concensus of opinion is tbRt the gallbladder should
be removed innnediately if th�rA is Bny evidence
of nAthological change.

In direct contr�st is

the intern"lst 1 s point of view which is to use the
low �- t, low cholesterol diet in con1uetion · ith
catharsis.

In recent_years thA surgeons and nath

ologists on nions have greatly influenced the
nreoonderance of medical on nion to tbP. fact that
change in the �all bladder wall is the essential
les1on, · 1th or without stones, Pnd th t the _ga.11blactder should be removed.

Yet after many of the

removRls of the �allbladner there were found to
be no stones i:,nd also nn 11,:,roveme nt symptomatic lly.
Because of the fact that many of these CAses
have no stones-, Rnd show no im roVP.mP.nt on oner
ation, bes-tdes having unfsvorahle late seauella.e, it
clearlv indic tes the need of
thought beforA sur�ery

R

"OY'e

done.

study And

The medicRl manage-

-2-

ment of the condition is limited to certain
nossibilities And on the other hand f'llthough the
surgeon c·n remove stones f'lnd a disea.so.d
gallbladdP.r the operation does not remove the
conditions which C!'lnsed thA dise· se or the secondPrY
effects of the dise· se w ich existed.
This n ner will t�ke un the subiect of
cholecystitis in general but will l·v stress on
the indie tions for and AUAinst surgica l and
medical management.

In the discussion of the

trP.atment I will attemnt to give the latest ideas
concerning the controversy of whether the surgicHl
or the medical manag�ment should be stressed.

The

contents will list the indic· tions for surgery And
those which indic.AtA the use o:f medical management
and those cases which nAed the combined sur�erv
medical marn:i.geIJ1ent.

nd

HISTORY
The eHrliest evidence of cholecvstitis end
cholelithiasis is found in the e�rly Egyptians. Some
authorities believe th· t the e,rlv Egypti·ns did not
have cholecystitis

nd cholelithiasis and yet an

Egyptian mummy w· s found with a gall bladder full of
stones. (23)
The next knowledl!e of im-oort·-nce comes in the
Greek period, when iristotle mentions jaundice which
· as asRoc1Rted with abdominal cramns.

He also

noticed th t constipation was associated with the
condition, these together could nossible be due to
gallbla der dise se.
Galen, in 170 A. D.,

stated that loss of

appetite was due to una.;_gested subst·,nces,

bilious

hum-ours or nhlP.gm. which were nresent -in the stomach.
He believed that nausea ,-as induced when bile
preponder·,ted in the stomach end the c· rdiA took
on
a bitter charActer,

He believed t· t vom·t1n�

occurred when the sto!!I.B:Ch '. , s weakened · nd its upper
p· rt irrit ted bv the amou t or 1nd1gestability of
t:he food.

:•accordinQ" to Galen 1 aundice was the

result of obstruction to the bilA-duct,
inf'lammation or tumours and · as not a d1se· se but a

4

symptom. (53)

.

.

Pitul of Aegilia j a 7th century· ·Greek writer on
medical subjects,. believed that ja.un�io·e· diffused ...

-'
. .

over the whole· body and if . there was a feeling of·

pressur-e or of fullness·over the right uppel' quad.;.
it· indicated· an obst�crant o-f ·the . abdomen that
'.
{

were whi'te stool■
I:r there·
. ,·

tion of the bile ducts.

with fever it then indicated. an infected gallbladder'"·

or _infection of the ducts·. (57.)

c.·· AntQnius Benivenius was the first to aetuall')":
,.
,·
gall. stone-a. . He de.scribed a·ease where
_mention
.
.

120 stones were extracted .from the gall bladder
of a patient who had q,ie!-. .(51)
J

. Thomas Vica:ry in· 1548 wrote, "ijowe to· -speake
.

.

of the Gal, or the: _chest 01' the Gal: it· is an off.

.

1c1ar member, and 1.t. is �permatike and a.enowy ,· and
hath a subtil _WJ"l; apd it i_s as a. purse or a pann-.
1cU:lar ·vesike (bladder) in the holownesse. of· the
Lyver, about the middle. pericle:or iobe, ordeybed
to _-receyue the Chol.erike superfl.uities which are.
ingendred in the,Lyv�r.

The·which-purse pr bagge

.h,ath three h9les· or necks:

by the_fyrste, he

·droweth to h1m trom tlle Lyver tiw chloer, that the
blood be not hurt . by· the ._-choi�r: . _by the seconde

5

-th«, .'.s-tomache'
,:
.
. �
·1:
. ·�
_neo�e, he sendeth to 'the bot_tome of
Choler -to further ,the digestion :o-r ·t�e �tomachet,
And by the third neeke-, he sendeth the choler
-'

:.

..

.

.

)

-

.

, '

_ regularly. :trom -one. gt.rtte to ·another to clense t};leJD

>
of their s
· uperf'luitie_a and&-oase::· and·.th,e quantitie -: :

of' the purse may. conteyne in 1t h��f'�. a pinte _, etc.� �-- .-, .,
··c

,.

In short this mean_s that the gall is li�,e -a :purse ·.

in the holloT1 ot the liver. - !his pur�e has 3 hole•;·.·.·
or ·necks, running to the 11 ver, ·the stoJT1ach, -ilrid·

to · ·

,

_rn· 1554 Fernelius des-eribed gall.- stone-a and
bhe associated findings of darken�d l.J,�ine, white
f'eces and_ jaundioe .. , Bttinuller g� ves us . a very
go�· ptcture of biliary tra_c t diseas� a_a tollows·r
preco�dial pain with 1cterµs and n:atiaea, �eddened·
or darkened urine,·_ difficult 0:reapiration, of'ten ·
f'ever and pain in most-cases in the right �ypoc�on.

.

drium� He also ·described 1.cterus and colic after ' .
.c�ld birth.

He-believed that in oases of icterus

after colic that it was' the result ·of. ob.struotion
to t.lo�. ·or bilei.-into ·the intestine or· of tnsuffic!

-lent secretion of'_ bile··by the· -1.lv.er.,, He als·o not�
iced that icter;us did l).Ot e.lwajTs oeeur in gall
st,one cases, and bel_ie�ed that .gallbladders ..could
,.._

'';_·

6
be removed withotit 'dahg&r to tp'e_ life· of' . the pat
ient. (26)
Rosermrqller in 1816 was one ot· th"e f'1rst to
.,

1nvest1ga�e:the :f'u.notion of the gallbladder, he
.

�

I

��·r ~

me-ntioned that the bile f'low2, from �he, liver to
the gal�bladder arid that the.re it was �.ondensed
'(

·and· held. until. dig�s';t:i.on when ·it w -as_ forced. out
. ,�hl"oµgh tb,e connnort duct into the duoden�� (.13}
. Baille:,
in 1820,� · s�tes
that th, eoat-, ot the
,.
.,_ '

.

_gallbladder are ·Vef't �e."i-ely ·inf'la�ed and �ithou-t
inf'l�ation of the membrane which covei•a -the

posterior sur[�ce of'· th�til!ver. , H!t found on disa. ·:
. ' .
. ,¥,, \·
_.
-- . . . . . .
.
ection that it was�common to find.the gallbladder
, connected. by adhesions, ·either . t_o t�e small end, ot
the stomach or to the beginning of the duodenum.
These were _the consequ,ence of' a pre·vious °lnf'lamm.-·
'

ation

in

the outer ooat of the·gailbladder, a� re�-

- sembled exactly- t,he adhesions already d.esoribed.
He found it rare� that tnflammati.on of the g�11·

),.I'"

bladder advanced· to ulceration.and that-the· accuni�
' .e,t~
°

:.s .rar�ly produced. this etteot •
ga,i l stone.
ul.ation.-pf
.,
.,
He believed that-'obliterati9n· o--f' oiliary ducts
'T

•e.• .. · _

. due t() vio.lent �;J,--,.tion
terminated in adhe~siona'.·

tn the blle ducts whioh

_ -:.

Obliteration of the lower-

7

8
pain was·noticed ln'the right hypochondr!um�

' skiz:i . and. adn�ta of_· the eye were of deep orange
. · yellow_, the urine w�s highl:,: colored, and the

'l'he

. perspir'!-tion ·would sometimes -discolor the _ clothe••
and li:nen of the patient.

Dickson ·states t,he.t the

discoloration· or . j.a��ice · is �sually y�llow in·-. moat.

1

cases,· but that in times long past icterus waa_ diY• , ·

ided.1nto_ three· species in �efere�ce to: the variety

r /

of discoloration p�es-en.ted, whether ot-�bil.e·· disch�
'

,I-

.

.

•

arg�, the muc�us ,eoretions, -0r the general sur

·race.

Thus three_:forms were recC?gnized- yell<i>w;

gre_en and black.

the first two.

Baille recognizes and describes

Down through the ages poets and

_ phers have made f':requent - allusion to th•
philq,so

fact, that the, jaundiced· eye. sees. all obj�cts•

·-

!..

·colored with its om sickly hue, from the peculiar
·suf't:usion ,of its humors. (2i)

Coat� believed in the _stagnation or bi'l.'e

·causing stones and that stones were of frequent

occuranceespecially·in
people pa.at middle lire •
.
.,·

/

Re also noted that stones were found in the gallbladder af.t.er death without the existmpe or an,-

. symptoms' during. lif-e.

.

'l'he cause wae. obscure
to him
.

but he knew that' they were f'·ormed; in . .-the ·gal.lbladdel" ·

9
by deposition of the constituents·

or

·
bile
'
, ohi-eflv
r#

cholest�arine, 'fil!ld ne:i_t't t,o that bi+e _pl.ga,.e"'t11. --�,
ala o knew that lime. and i1.e.mea1a sa,'}.ts

�d. bad

-�-

:Niemeyer. also had a theory of·the
"

.�

"'

�

•

•

'

l

.

•

.

.

•

1

fmat1on of a calcttl-q.a,_be�1eving that lt was
.

.

.

-

formed around a nucleus.. Qi mucous membl'a.ne - from
'

.

'

the re�ult. 6.f too -J!IU�h calc1,uni in ·the. bile, .or a
.., deor<,ase. • in.
bile-acid and
tpereby a precipitate·o�
�·
.
-

r-

bile pigment_ and :cholesterin�. (5.4l_. O�ats thou�t .·
that 1-t wa-:, probably s:tagnat1on of th_e �11.e ·, irf the
.

_.-·

' gallbladder. tha,t predi.sposea to calculus t'ormat:ton .-

.

and thereby th�.. ·reson why ol--der peo.ple ,are . m.or• dispos.ed to stones· by reason· of increased al'Uggl�.
ness.

Goats stated that a.tones -�cause obl!itruotion:

- on:, _ .. ·
and .that inflammatlon :may �lso. cause obstt-ll�,t1,
the .inflammation, howe·v-.er, always being
secondary •
.
Thi.a las.t is· most common at the terminal portion-·.·
.

oi

.

.,

-

or-. catarrh.

.

the-�ommon duct from·. pro·longat1,on

from the stomach. and the duodenum� r He sta:tea that
'
. ",
.
.
' ',
_Qn the gallbladdel'
-•�ch..
·the. stagnation tells first
'

'

'

'

'

'

_bloats readil.y and ·s·tores up bile, there lll8:Y even
1:;>e J"Upture o:f the gallbladder from the d111tat1:0n.

10

ANAT.Oltt

� The liver· arises as a d1.verticulum from tl:l.e
ventral' surfa,ce of the lower -portion ·or the for��·
gu-'.t;, innnediately cianial 1;,o t�e opening of· the ) gut
. · 1'his original. diverticulwn from the duodena f'orme
.

'

the bile..: duct am .:rrom this are giv_�n off the· cys,tie'
duct and gallbladder;

This, e.t first, fs. a solid

outg�owth· but. .-ie.ter 1.t e.c-quires a· lumen.

The open

in_g of . the Pile duct is �t :f'irst in the ventrtal . '. · /
poJ-tion of the wall of the .duodenum; but· 1at.er.·ow'!"'
ing to the ..rotation of . the gut., it 1s carried to
·. the po�i tion which. 1 t _ occupies in t;-he adult·.

Occ.aa- ·

· ionally the gallple.dder is normally absent·· and again
it may be:duplicated which is much.more common than
the former.· (1), .(26)
'!'he gall-b+adder is a thin. wal.led•, pe•r-shap'!"' .
.

I

ed sac ibout 8 to 10 cm. long with
� ·

a

capacity

of'

about 50 cc., which lies j.n.a fossa_, qf the infer
ior,surface of the liver,.which separates the :ight

lobe from the quadratelobe.

Normally the gallbladder

is· slate blue and
is translucent,
,
. .
.
. with a thin tracing of small b+ood· vessels on the surf�ce.
. , -r -

Usually

the gallbl,adder ··1s covered by the· peritoneum

or

the

II

mer
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transverse colon.
The relations "of the gallbladder to the· duod'r

enum and transverse colon explain their .not in1're-. .

'

.,. . .

,�

' J,

quent adhesions and the ilpass·age of' gallflones ·rr�-.
the _on., to_ the, other •. '. ':l'�ey also explain -t�e rationale of surgical anast.omosis between the, gallbladd�r
and duodel!-�for' sto�,P. for ·
_

a:��fem�v.able _ ea.lculua·

· 1n the terml�e.l · cormn�n-, duct. or ...

;!�r

oarcinonia:_.1n the.

head of· ,the panc_reaa.

The gallbladder und_ergoes.
great �e�nges in.:. size under normal condii;io_ns, but
in the pathologic state its si-ze varies fr�m e11or-·

'

'

.

moue 'dis_tehtion to �ontraetion into. a fibrous mas��
The cystic duet is· us\lal:,ly 3 to:-� em. long and
·. -

.

:iA\-

pas�es downward. and backwa� to joinct;he conun.on
hepatic duct •.·

The mucous membrane' of the cyst1,c _

duct is- thrown ·1nto a number of- from�& to 12 crea
centic
folds (valves
of Heister).
· Microscopically
.
.
.�
\

the gall bladder consists of mucosa, a f'ibromus. ou].ar coat, a subserous· ,coat, .. 9I\d . the serosa.

The

mucous membr·ane is seen· in form of tufts and f'olda
lined with a single layer of' columnar epith�lial
ceii's. (2-6) (13) _ •.,
The blood s�pply to-the .gallbladder comes
,through the ey-stic· art� which· is a branch o·f-. the

".

13

right hepatic, a branch• of the commo.rt hepatic, ·
which is in turn derived from the celiac axis.
The cy-stie a!tery · ari�es from the right. hepatic

( .. �rte�y just to the r:i�t

at

t�e �ommon hepatic

duct._ .. .Ar'.teries '.penetrate- the wali ·o� the . �flll-.
.

,

.

.

.

blt:tddei:- 'and. divide in the fibro-�Escular' co'at near
_the, sub-serous �ayer.

Arterial branches are given

. off to th-e mucosa ., :. ln which a fine network 1s found,
and to the subs.erou·s ' and serous·· .coa-�s.

The veins ·

run in· the fibrQ·-mua�c�lar eoe.t,: these veins emptt·.
into the cystic v�in 'and thence into -�he por_tal
vein. -The veins f'rom the (juots also drain.into the
- porta-1 vein by way o.f th;e cy-stic _fein�

Occasion�

ally the cystic e.rte.ry arises -from- the. left hep.

.

.(

atic �rtery and even less common from _the gastro".'".

An accessary

duodenal-artery�

cystic artery is

present itt some cases a:r:1s1rig eit�er f'rom the right
,

.

hepatic=artery ., the left hepatic artery ., the gastroduodenaL6r from the· ·sµpe�ioI" parier�at.ic .artery. ·(26)
r

.

.

.

The nerves to the gallbl�ddez: hav� the same · ·
source·as those which go to -the liver ., ther arise·
mainly in'the plexus hepaticus which surrounds. the·
portal vein and -the hep�tie_ ar�ery.

Th.e fibers

extend along the ductus'-choledoehus and go chietl.7

XIV
I

to the muscular· part of the, bjlif)..ry � ?·as�ages �
- -<.

are dependent ·on the sympathetic sys�em. - There ia (' ,. ,
a pr.in-cipal plexus in ·the :t,ed of cir�ul·ar fibers
. t

represent motoI' .,

.

and· association neurone.

�eJ?:S:Ory .,

Thi·s main Qr princtp�
. l "ple xua:furnis�ea1
-

�

1.

•

-

,

Moto�_,

.f.iber-s which: f".o-rm- tn�tQ.e muc.osa·.·a s�C()hdary .p�e�8
•J

whi�h continu$'�, -up· t:o th� epithel1�, -these last·
' ..

ar-e·. probably of a sensory ·nature.
.

-

'

Pa1.n fibers .

t�- ·coeliac_ �anglion and · extend along the _grea-ter
splanchnic tr�nks _ ��t!:'ring· ·the c�ord � the . mid�
thoracic region.

Ap�arent�y 'the maj'cirity of, the.Se

f'ibers are loc.ated i;n the. right t�.

Both motor

an<;i sensory �ibers extend th.rough the··vagal pith-.

ways,' s..ome of which pass dir�o·tiy tprdu�h the eel!f.ic, ganglion.
.

-... �.

Beneath the musoularis in._the

wall of . the - gallblad;de� ·one· oiten enco�t-ers .single
gangli-oti cells and 9:t· other 'times.· r·e:1a4.vely large
ga:nglia.- (26)
pathways.

The·se probably. represent .-vagal

'!'he_ pain f1bers1 to the biliary tract
�.

extend· along the· hepatic and:_ cy_at_ic artery as has

15
been shown ,by .oore.. · .The·se �lbe.rs · extend �hrough
t·p.e �seulat;ure· and appar�ntly te-rmi�ate .in the.
mucosa or ·po�sibly between the epi·thelial cells
,'

ot the mucosa.

These. fibers have. no. specialized./

endin)�s bub terminate as exposed, raw nerve .(iber•:•

(7i)

The·· lymphatics. ·ot the gallbladd�r and. cystic
,.

.

auct dra_in not only, to_ the l_ymph glan�s
_ at the hilua
.or the-' liver, but al'so along ·iymph. diannels
into
'
---.!..

the liver substance.,, (13) · There are large,lym:ph�
at1� v�ssels running over the· gallbiadder �hich
.

I

b�ing 1-y:mph·from the liver and coe.�.s of the gall_;

bladder, these follow ·the inner side ·of the·cystic
'.
duct and end in the mes.enteric_·lymph glands._ These
;'

vessels _unite with .those ·of th�--. quadratelobe o�
�
.

-

�-

the liver and form a _. gland which is nearly. oonstant ·
'

;"_

•

1

/'

•

•

these are called ··glands oi the neck ·or port� heps.tis•
.

.

-

.

This porta hepati·s is often entarged in �hole- ·· , ·
cystiti.s (26)

Kod� finds that /fDme of the lymph-.

atic ve�sels of the•--liver,- gallbladde;, duode�um• _·
pancre:as, and ·append�x· enter. _the. lymph glands which
.
are loeated_about the· portal -v�in. He .. also states
.

that ·the lympha.t1cs of the1 .d-qodenum and gallblad�er

are ini;imately' and di�ectly conneet_ed

;

B.S

are the

16

_ bladder ·which ·ar-e·
lYJ11phat1es o;f the liver and ge-1,l
made in ·the 'P!ll'�no�yma and capsule of the 'liver�

Kodama proved also that lYlD,ph drainage
:f':rcom · the
1

ga,llQla_dder �,asses ove� ·_-i_,�tur{aeE! : 0! the pan
�. - . , '
..;;t"" '�·:
crea.s and de>._sn•·t enter its. suostanc-e. (38)'-.
u ••, ;�'

'·1·

.
-.

·", ,·.

.

'

•

.

-

•

1·

.

;:'

In the �u@�rou-s :;aY!'P tllere_ is. a netirork o?.'- ..
\,;,
. �;1)-� �-\ ��� Jf§t-{t/ , . 1 _ -· • ·l.y1nph oh�l:s which •�-��to- t�rger ves.sel••
-.
\!�;-•
· , - _· -���-� :._; · .· 1 :· - F- - �gtila! :=�W t:t:te l�h ah�.;.
this netwo�k is· v��� frr
.
_
_
. els vary greatly .1�_,il!i1ze and ·-�e. The sub":.·ii .

.

muoou;:, lYifIPhati,.es 1.1',e ·Jn the c o_ nnective .-'tissue
·-

.

•

J."'

-

under -the mucous membrane.

The deue JIIUSeular

part - o:f the gallhlander has al;m.ost· no ··net1tork.
_.,.._

. Unlike t_he appendix• t�� gallblad,der doe�' n(?t have
-

...� •

I{ �

any solitary· l:Ym.Ph. folliele
· ·s .•. _ ( 26)

•

The ariatomy of. the gall bladder has . three.
.

:t

.

.J

"!w�

imp-ortant' features. 1-n the physiologic considers.-·
t:i.on of the· organ.
1.,.

2.

.

These _are as f'.ollowsa

An .excellant lJmpha.tic system�·

A

mucosa arrang�d to bring the contente

into intimate contaetwith as much surface

as :possibl�. , .

· 3-.

A _weak,. dif�se musc1:Iar coat ..
_
,

These features · are ana.tom1·oally best fitted f'o:i,.,
- - . absorption. ( 43)
.

.

.

•

r \

..,
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PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY
The main funct.ions o.f the. gallbladder are the
"4

concentration a'nd stoi:age o.f btle, the·---.oseoretion
ot muo-ous, . and the ;equa11-z-at1on o.t: pr"esaure within
.

.

•

.

.

!'J._._

.

-

.-

.

Anoth�r-- sub
. sid:( ary 1'unc- .
�
'
tion o.f the ·o�gan-· 1s to cause a ·r.ed
' u,etiori ln. the

the pfliary duo-t ayst�m.

.

/

.

.

.

alkalini_ty o:f the_ b1J,,.e. ( 6 ).. . The bile .fl-ows out'
o.f. the ·11ve:r and enters
the- .. hepe.tic duct
and from
- .
.
ther
- e r·1ows i?ito the oommop duct-._- Duz:ing tasting
- �.

· <,,-

th� entran�e o.f the "pile into the dU_Qd.enum is
1

, ph1.:riote:r
blocked by . the· s

Oddi· whfcll remains

0.f�

'l'he bile tends to accumulate and

oontract·ed.

.

when 1t res.cha a .ce�t:. ain
pre,s·su�e it .forces 1ts ·
'
,

way- al�
. ng _the ·cysti_c duct;,- -and_. cause-a _tjle ballbladder to dis�en_d�- (.-30) , _-The. wall of the gall,;_
,.
...
. :.
.
bladder 1s well adapte� .for· e.bsc,�:P,tfve·,,.purposes' and,.
.

or·

physioiog}sts agre·e· that_ it is �- organ

eentrat;io11. ·(ll}

eon..

Rous and JlcKaste'r pre:w ed defin-

-111 the
itely. that water. '1s absorbed
.from
.tr he • bll-�
•
,,,
•
gallbladder and .is conyentrated' from 6 ·�o
-

•

•

•·

,

.

.

.

lo

�

"times�, •'
,..,,

. _·

He also- demonstrated-· the.'abst?rption of solid.. matter
thr,ough the wall. �'fh-1s therefore
;-lends weight· to
.-,
.

.

the.. opinfon that 11-poid-s s:uch as cholestero·l -- are
� .. ·.;, --·
ab·s_oi'bed by the epithe rial · cells o.f the muec,sa of
",

l
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·. the gallbladder. (46)
· - The method of evacuation of the gallbladder
has be>en subJect to some degree of degate.

For

instance Har·er,. Hargia. and Van Meter contend
that the gallbladder is _empti,.,ed of, its, con-tent'��

·C.

if'_ i_t. i;:s. emptied a.t_ al�, through the cystic, du_ct·,
by _press:ure ·of 9:djaeent;- distended and ,c:ongested
'
-organs during digestion and by the milking action
They cont-end

of the duodenal !)eristalti�- waves •

that the ·r�ythmic eontractions
or the- g�llble.dder
_
are of ·no importance in this respect •. (31) :�ow_eyer,�·.

.

.

.

�

;,;

.

'

.)

·'

most e.uthori, tie-s agree_ that _the g�J.lbladder empt1�•·. _
by tonic co·ntractions of its 1!alls and that the:-:
bile ls evacue.�ed tm.-ough the cystic· ...duct..
There
· ..
are two types of contra.Qt1ons of the gallbladder
wall, the first is a. tomis r·hythm with -rhythmic
~

contractions followe·d by periods of rela.xa:tiori,
.

.

.

�

there b-eing 2_ta 6 :waves per minu,te,.
.

The other.·tn,e
.

�

ls a · tonic ro ntracti· on .whi_eh produe�s a sustained
�

•

•

•

-p

•

-

rise in pre��ure which las:ts t'or ffr�m 5 to 30 mln�tee •. ·
In both cases the muscular coat may eo·ntract' a-a a
,.

.

�-

,,

traction is usu�ll:y:_:follow,id by__ the-·opeJiing_of, the
sphincter of OddL�'(67) (33)

XVIX
· · l'illbl:adder to contract and force the bil� down
'

'into the common duct causes an increa$e in the
'

.

,I.

pressure ·in the biltary system and if th� duodenal
�.

-�

muscle around �he 1ntramuraT portion of the 'common

bile. duct is not·. eoritr�cted
the bile- will be allow- .
\.

ed. t�· f'low ipto the 'duodenum.

It·l's _proba_ole
. that '

.

,-- .

{

I

,.·

-

wnen the gallbladder contracts- tha1 tner� is a
•

•

e"

•

•

�

•

·:r ·of Oddi '-which is all
re-laxation
of the. sphincte
'
.
..

of the duodenum the bile comes into the.duodenum
1n
� .
- ,

.

.

"\.

-

\

- squirts as the bil
- e duct is alternately blocked
and, opened._ (6�). (33)

The gallblS:dde� empties-_ in

·rel
. ation to gastric.· �.i'ge_stfon.

-

T� iiorma_i gall�_

bl.adder. in f:astirig individuals or 'in those on a

carbohydrate diet _does not ·cont·ract for at least
five· days and probabTy _ sta��� filled- much· 1onge�. ·_
0

Fooqs such as fats:,· l.e:�ithin, f'atty and _mineral

acids entering th� duodenum· a-re the' most ef'fe�t-ive -

stimuli,. for the-_ dis.charge ot ·bile and caus� the_
rel,�ase of the:· hornione ch'olecystok'inin ·which in: _

, ,.
turn ca.us�-� the gall bl-add:er. wall to contract and·
....,

'.

empty itself' 9f bi-le. (67)

There are two :main theories of' the_ mechanisms.·

which control t.n-e e'vacu·ation· of_ the_ -gallbiadaer�.
'
-

,#'

'

XXI
·as· possible. causes of delayed emptying.

U��ali7· the�

second fat meal will-p�oduoe rapi�(a:n�. �dequa�e
emptying.
·

Whenever doing· te:sts· of the . function

.

.

'

�-""'

-

-

of ·the gallbladd�� make :su:re morphine_·has not been:.
.
.
�- �-�
·: .. -· -�:t .
· given beca�se ot., its act·iori · 1n preventing the
�-

1

A fat �al wil� · :110�· oaµae
.. the ·gal-lbla�
. der "to� t,�pty: _if'·�o�bilf� .ha�_,be&� -given,�·�
evacuation,of' t�e' ·organ.

1

.due app.arent.ly t;o · spasm :of' tha sphi�cter ot OddL
arid not to 'the reiaxation·

or the 1m.ufeulature

·ot .the

organ. · In c�ses su�h as· this •visual
- ization. o'f .. the
.

.

..

. .

.

J

.

• ..·

b111ary du?ts' will not be obtained. · -:N1.troglycet-1n·
.
.
.
�
.
.
.
·
.. arso produces � �efinit& but. te�:ora17' inhibition
· of ·the gallbl�dder ·evacuat.ion_.

Often th&' b111ary.

I

ducts remain visualized· for ~15 to· 20. ml1µ1t.a, d�•.
.
.
to the primary actl9.n of -..the' cholecystokitiin/
· ·.
.
:·

-

'l'b.1s 1s · caused · by the �ortt,r�ction of the gallbladder - .�
4-

•

•

•.�

'

� ,c

-

and 'the .1ncreased.1ntrrunural resistano·e at the sph-·
incter,,.
of - Oddi.".-(
67)
. .
.
_,.
-

,\.

The storage.of.bile is of impo�tance because
.

,

..

•

I

1t-s part ip.' the digestion and absorpti5>n o�
_ .fat ,_
.

•

J

of bile
:not�
vitamin D and, carotene.: . Storage
. ·would,
·,· .

/.

be of importance in · aJlimal:s whose livers formed:
•

:

J

•

large quaritities of· bif!!' •�ich· flow'8?-:
�nto·tlie·intestine.

CD

-

ntinuoµt1ly ·

There is, however, _a poss\-"

22

b111 ty . that the. c�oncent�'e.ting aptivtty of the,
gallbladder serves- only . to augm'ent t�e pre�a.ur� ·
,.

regulatory f'urictions of the org,an �ince · -in :animal
experiEuntns, ..those anim�ls. �ho.s e gaTlbladderB

,, ·. coneentrate. d ·-w·• ell
.
.
.

l.

and.· wbose�llve-rs
'

�

.
:..-·..

.

·.

f'ormed
. r.e..iat,.. .
,
·.
. ..
.

.·,

-

iveiy 11ttle bile, manifested high_ sphi.nc.teric.
•

4

.,·

}

-

•

•

"

.

.,,

.

·res:ts,tance. · In 111an. the gallbladdef ,seE;fm_s. to have
· both a storage_ �d ,P.ressure .r��lating .function.

··Ivy found· ·in his 9.l)imal exp.eriment·s that �animals
.

.

.

with no gallbladder have a liver which secretes,-i-e�-:
latively _large quantities of _bile whll·e other an-

· 1mals such .as ·man who have gallbl�ddera ·secrete a,
· relativ.ely small quantity arid have .1t' well..eo�·J;:

',

•

ce:ntr�ted. · (66)

..

Normally· the sphincter· rel.axes,when the gall·

bladder contract·s but. in. biliax-y dj�ki�esi:a the
.

.

.L·.
-

...

�

-

nervous· mechanism ls_ apparently_disordered •. !t
.

.

was�observed roentg�nolog\cflly a,nd clinically

thEJ.t a state of af'fairi( ·existed in w
- hich there.

sphincter Of Oddi, with a fa_ilure of evaeu�tion of'
the contents of -the common duet.
non surgical -measures a· p-a:rtial

or

By; use of. sev��a1 .
complete .relief'

of symp.�oms was -·obtained in a certain nUJ11ber .·of'

23
cases, with demonstrated evacuation of the
common duct. (5)
, . _in the acute, form of .cl;lol�eys:titis . the. ·gall-

bladder is swollen

9:rrl

tliiek··�•;lle�#�•tJ1e .·mucosa _ta·,' �_ . �

, b�ight . red·,,. and �ay be swo:L,1"n · wi.th · pus·.
•

.

1et of the-viscils- may· be. -�oll�n to su�h an �xterit

that empy:ema·of the.gallbladder may result •. The.

cystic ·iymph gJand 1� .- enlarged and.- intl8.ll!Dled.
-·
.
,
-.
.
.
. ,·
examination
the wall ·of t.he· ·organ is found to ·be in•·
When the situe.tion prog:resse.s the gallbl�dder' iiay

_ruptur_e into the per!toriea1··e
· a-h.t,- •. On microscop-ie·filtrated with polymoPphonuclea'I' le�cocytes, and
...

-

-

'

-

•

-

4'

'-

part of the mucosal _e,pj. tp.eliUm i;nay:be ;d��-(lUQJD$ted.
Usually in chron.ic· cholecystiti·s the wall ot

.·

� the gailbladder is thickened •but may be thiri .wailed
if an ob_struction he..s occurr�d e��ly. - ·_The· surface
of the. organ has_ an opaque a_ppearance which is an

indication to the surgeon th�t he is dea·l�ng with
.
.
�
.
.
mic�oseopi�.
On
·
bladder.
l
gal
of
type·-·
. a chronic
..�
.. .
.
. .. .
\ '
-�
-- '
·section·1t 1s··see11 ,tha,t the normal_muco.sal fold��-

..

�re goi:ie and are replaced by: a: smoot� surf ac.e.

There are groups o:f chro?_iic _j..:nfla:nmiatory cells
'
.
soatt·ered thro�ghout•''the wall, most-ly 1n _the deeper
l�yers.

Lymphocyte.a are the· most usual type, -of in-

, :,

24

.fla:rmnatory cells found although there·are a .few
The·

plasma'cells and occasional eosinophils.
•

'

•

'

.r--

wall becomes heav1).y .. ·.ribros·ed in· Gases of long
- .:.

.

·•

.

standing and thn,s�lo-ses th� power to contract
•

-

c..·

'

',I,

.•

•

•

and enipty its�l.f. · In cases, where there has been
_.,,,_

an _occlusion of

tl1e:

�ystie artery the:. walls ot the

,'

gallbladder is' ·seen t� be quite thih .�d disterid·ed '
· :and filled with_ a _clear _wa�ery. :fluid.
,.

Chole-sterosis- is a condition reae:mqling chronic

chol,eoyst,itis •. In· this -condition the wail. ot: the

gallbladder is ·thickened.

The most outstanding

finding is the presence o� small _yellow flecks •
.,,

These spots of rellow are caused· bl _the aecumulat1on

of depo_sits of ch6.lesterol ester.:

A. ,distur·ba11ce

in metabolism and a d�gree of chroni.e are· the

two etiologic factors thought to be responsib_le fo'r

I

. · the condit:J_on. {B) _ {9) (10)

Mentzer :found that the most common lesion was
•

that of chronic c·holecystiti.a with 11 thiasis��)'.l-·· r �.
·�,..�
74 cases. 48% of bhese •yie;l.ded postive culturesI

-.

.

..,.... (

-

�

.

.

-

;

in 16 of them str?ytococcus wer.e disc·overed 1!).
either pure or mixed cultures.

Of the 24 cho_le.st�

erosis cases with.stones ·21 percent had e. positive

growth.

Of 16r cases _of sul;raeute cholecysti tis

25

44% yielded positive cultures containing chiefly

strept"ooocci and B. coli alone· or mfxed. -(4_7)

.

..
, .

'-..

,
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DEFINITION
The· term cholecystitis means an inflammation
of the gall,bladder. . 11us t�rm, however;.
..
has been
· of :the gallbliddervrl11'.c}:t a-re_ hot . iitfl$llmlat1qns ,

-

'

.

-

.

.

. -

· e.nd only· vary s'lig�tly ·.rrom-tpe norma.l.. fun0:ti9n
·

of the organ.

-

� -t

1.-

-

-·

-.

J.

."

_,•. -

•

-�

Acc6rdJ·ng to· Dent-on the terms a.cute,·__

subacu�e, and., c�onle e�ole�y�titis, are

:10

'because t}Jey _imply·-· �n �infErctlous or1'�1n..

good_ , i .

There•

fore th�. patholo'gic_. state -should be 'described;
.

.

•

-!

.

.

a's

edema, edema and hemorrhage, he:matoma, partial
in'farction, edematous cica-trfx .,and .cicatrix. (20-) �.

t

.

•

-

-- '1 .

�

The term "cholecystopathy" . could be ·,�m:ilied 1n
Aithou.gll all

general to the'.preceding condi�ions.
!it'.•

,..-

of these conditions are. misfurict:tons• a,nd disturb:•
ances .of· th� gailblad.aer they are not all infl8l11111..; --.

.

. -

.

.

.

ations and �herefore,are not dif�erent_types of
'

'--

.{ '•

cholecystitis and should not ·be" )fste,d. under ·the

term ."cholecystitis" • .,.A chole-cystitis clinica:J.:ly
is a case·wherein __there- are _symptoms �d signs- of
inflammation such as pain, �levat-ed t,�mperature _, . ·
incr�a sed pulse, and, an �levated wh; t;� ·blo,�d Cel1 ' .
count as well !lS t,enderness and S,pasm over ·,the ··gai-1:...
,bladder.

27

The two main types of-· eho1ecystit1.s· -are the
..

. t-·

acute. and, the chronic types·•. Acute ·oholecystitis
may be arbitr_e.rily divided. into. catarrhal, suppur-.
_,,
ative, . or gangrenot1·s_ �epen<:ttrtg · on th� · seve:ri}Y, o�
the infection� , A ·c1.earcut ··separation of these
types of acute cha_l"�oystitis is often d,iffioult to
.

'

-

-

t

_,.

make because ·of the' fact tnat there· i_s· - a certain·
amount of !,lending� · .Chronic oho'Ie_c:y:_sti-tis may. be·
.the c�ol,ester0$1� _typ_e or it may· be the t,ype t-hat
fol·lows an initial acute "inf'eetion. In some �ases ,.
it may be slo-w, and ineidioug from the start •. ·Stones
'

�Y or may not be S:.ssociated·with ali-'of these
conditions.
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ETIOLOGY
There are·twoproblems in the etiology of

.

cho·lecys�itis or fnflammatioh. or-_ the. gsllbladde_r.
.

.The first is con�erned with what the i:hf'e_cting or.

.

I

.,.,

ganism is and the �.econd is· concerned i� how tne
.

�-

organism· re achs the __"gal;L bladder.
._,
.\
:

'

The_r, �re varying

rep6rts as to which is- the. most �ODJ;lTlOn orga�i.sm: _
,-.

•

�

-l

to c�se cholecystitis. Rosennow .in 'llis· work
-�:·
stre'iies 1;he more comm6n;.: occurrance· ·or non-hemoly- ·
-

;

tic streptococcus as the irifecting org�rii �- - ·

Be ·

recorded the results of cultures by spe·cial methods'
.

.

from· the liquid contents of the gallbladder., from
the centers of gall stones, from-the wail of thl9
.... gallbladder, and from the adjoining lymph giand.s removed at operati9n ,. He used 'these cultures:_ ·in
a serie_s .of choleoysti tis cases of a11imal experi
ments with bacteria thus isolated •. He_ fc:;mnd that.
-the streptococcus and colon baciLli from acute··
,,

cholecyst_itis give rise to -more marked lesio_ns
in the gallbladder of dogs than did th_ose .· friom .ep.ronlc gallbladders.

In one c·e.se an ulce.,r · was · _

produced. with streptococcus from the·lymph.gland
.' dratning the duodenal ulcer, and tn another case
cholecystitis was•·i,roduced in a dog with atrept_-

29
·-

· __-.

ococcµ� obt�ined trom an "'infected gallbladdeI'.
8

, .Thf15 g;ves e-xper1mept.J evid�a�� to his ;-eelectiv�·
local.
tzation
theo:r.y •. - !:{osenow
c_oncluded·- that
- the ·
.
. .
.

.

.

.

'•

demonst:ration of' strept_ocoecµs in· the. lrivolved. tissues in a high p'e:rcientag�
•

I

•

•

I

,

�f'

'c,as�B of'. - chronic
•

.

.

cholecysti-cis, tlle ele<ftive af'finity of'_these or".'"

, gantsms - :f'or the gal_lbladder in animals� and th,

- produetion of' the disease. with the·'."stra1m; ·isolat·'

�

•

'

•

•

•

•

•

•

, :.

•

•

C

•

•

ed f'rom the. experiment_al lesions·,. lndic�ted that_' .,

s"trept�cocci ·- are . a oaus� of. cholecys�i.-- tis..
,

":;

.

-He al«o

concluded from the results of differential eulturea
1� both spont·aneous and ··experimei-tta1 ch.olecystit
. 1a

that- the. colon bacillus -is': often-a s-econda�y inYader,.
both in infections with strept?cocci_.and in JneChan�
formed gal'l
ical .injury· prod1:1ced by· previously
,
stones� (64) Brown agi-ees with Rosenow'·1n tha:t·

Streptococci are the main bacterial er ganisms res-

. pons�ble for cho)._eeys�itis.

He also paeks the· sel

eetive localization theory in-that.he found an el

ective affinity for the gallbladder of _animals from
strains �xtracte� from tb.e to11sils�

He c.. on·..c;t.uded
�

.from this that e;hdlecysti.ti� i·s c<?rnmonly �- �lo�d .

:fr(?m
borne disease �ri�l�.
-

; _

_

s,�me�-.,.!:_-f��al.
�����-,
·
_
,; ·:.-·_,
.. .. � �.
_,._::.

·.?;_.l.. 'f _.. - ...

_

(11-1--· _··

Williams . and JlcLa<?tiJ.in .fou�d a smaller iricid�nce or

30

:9.��.ptoeoceus:than did Rosenow. They found ThAT
".",

-:o\lt--of 108 eases -there were at_reptoeoo eus prese�t
_
'

/�·l,n ·the bil_e in 21- -cases ,. . of the, remain;lng cases.
the .. bi__ �e _ wa:s
.
�... ,
�

:·-�t

�'r

_\ !;,.

:

-

ex�nad in one, - in -tnree of.. th♦� · ·. -,. ,
'

•

__......
t
•
_

:1

-

:_

_t:tiere
·were s�epto�odel eithe_r · alorie
·pr; . a.ss6cla'.te4' ,,,., �,
�
'
.

"'

_,;._·

••

.

\

.

with B. ·coli' '.:trf th� :�:tibl.dder ,wall t- whereas ln

-_ · one B. coli alone was found :1:n the bile� · There 1&
'

-

.

'

...a:;-possibillty that, the streptococcus
-•�:re in the.
,
t

.••

_- -

bile but were outgrown by the B. coli.
.

.

.

.

.

-

,

-

,f-

In 28 cases

-

,.I n -the· remaining ·cases .of tb,e 106, . �t.reptococci- ,

;

1J:e;re found in.the·cystic gland, while.the ·g�l:l'bl�erwall and bile were sterile�·· Williams and KcLaehlih- . '
_is the same as�that of the -B. (t01_1 ,and tlult rthelr

They

routes of infection. are' the. same-.

$1,so. bel1$Ve

that t�e. two organi.sms -�p-lay the same ;part :and -that -

they ma� both be se.eondary .f�etor�. (7�)

Rehfuss ·states. that ·there ar·e at l�ast s·everal ·
.,_ '

:. <

methods or mechanisms by wh1,ch g�IHil.adder d'-sease
may be.produced.

These mechanisms, ar_e (1) .In-f��t_ion;.,
'
.

(2) Metabolic disturbances 1nclu.41ng.the wqrk-of· the

. dige$t1ve tract,. _the endocrine· syst-em. and all those
·,

.. influence a which either.
directly. '·or remotely af'.f'ect
---

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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I
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I
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I

the status of the liveR bile. (3) Mechanical factoRs,
stasis or �ny 0ther int9rference with the normal
tr�nRit1on of bile throUkh the biliRrY tract.

It ls

nossible according to the author to h,ave a dis
turbance b-y one mechan sm associated v 1ith a disturb
ance of onP, of the others.

Reh:f'uss found th· t the

most common organi sms associated with gallbladder
dise· se were streptococcus, colon t

hoid,

nd the

staphylococcus r-:roun, although there was no
snecific bacteria responsible. (61)

Denton agreAs

with Rehi'u.ss that other factors than bacteri al
infection are necessary in the production of
gallbladder di sea8e. (20)
There is also much difference of op1 nion as t(
which route is resnons1ble for the transference of
infection to the �allbladder.

According to Patey

and rihitby there are theoret1ici:i.11-v four routes
nossible hY which the
infected, they
l.

gallbladder mB.y be

are:

Blood stream infection, systemic or portal

in orig_in.
2.

LYmDphatic inf'ection, from the liver or

some other organ.,
3.

Bil1arv passage route, downwards fr01m the

liver or upwards from

the duoclenum.

4., 'Direct spread from an abdominal viscus. (56)
It is generally pelieved b1 most authorities that
the blood stream infection by way of the cystic
artery is the most common route.

Backing this be

lief is the relative frequency with which cases
of human gallbiadder dis-ease show a gallbladder.
wall infected. while the content.a are sterile. (56)
.Rehfuss agrees that the bacterial route is in the
majority via the blood stream. (61)

Although the

authors of _thi·s work-do not necessarily infer
from this that ·11>me systemic focus such as the teeth
or tonsils are the source of gallbladder infecti_on,
-

.

they do bel-ieve that the teeth and.tonsils as well
as the intestine af·ford a likely source.

·They

maintain that the intestine plays the predominant·
role in .these infections because of t_ he well recog
nized frequency of intestinal organisms in biliary
.tract disease�. The difficulty is in explaining why.
the organisms should seem.to prefer the site·if
· the gallbladder in preference to other sit·es. (56)
One explanation, of course, is the elective local
ization theory af Rosenow,· (64) which is st.rongly
criticized by Wi�liams and McLachlin •. ( 70)

The

only other explaination to offer for this elective

'
'
affinity is that the gallbladder is in a state of
lowered resistance at the time that the organisms
are in the circulation.

Peterman, in 1921, assumed

there were three methods of pathogenesis, either
descending from the liver, ascending from the
du'odenum or by the hema togenous route. · This writer
_favors the latter method, although he states that
the lymphatic �oute can not be overlooked.

He

believes that_, owing to the free lymphatic comnmn
ication- between the liver and the gallbladder,
infection may pass easily from one organ to another
and a vicious circle be produced. (58)
According to Patey and Whitby the lymphatic
route is discredited because of the fact that the
spread of bacteria from the liver to the gallbladder
would necessitate a reversal. of the normal direction
of lymph flow.

They also found that on inocula-

tion, the liver is the most frequently infected
organ and not the gallbladder. (56)

Graham believes

that a pericholangitis occurs following a hepatitis
and that, due to the intimate anastomosis between
the lymphatics of the intrahepatic and extra hepatic
biliary systems, a direct extension to the gallbladder
wall occurs as well as into the connnon·duct and the

·-

pancreas. (28)

Mentzer also found that 68

%

of

diseased gallbladders are associated with disease
in the appendix.

He also noticed inflammatory·

changes in the liver more frequently in cases of
inflammatory disease in the gall�lfdder than in
\

: ""',

cases of noninflammatory dis.e·ase.

InfLammatory

�hanges in the pancreas also were found to be relat
ed infrequently with gallbladder disease., (48)
Judd also believes with Graham that choleoystltis
rarely exists without hepatitis.

....
Judd also believes

that the occasional cases of associated pancreat
itis are due possibly to th� influx of bile into
the pancreatic duct. (36)
Infections ascending from the duodenum to
the gallbladder by the biliary passages are ruled
C

out because-of the frequency with which the gall
bladder contents are found to be sterile and the
/'

walls infected. (56)

Rehf'uss found in 2162 cases

of cholecystitis studied bacteriologically follow
ing cholecystectomy that more than 45% of the cult
ures from the gallbladder walls were positive while
_only 29% of the cultures were positive that came
from the contents of the gallbladder. (61)
-The direct spread from other abdominal organs
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Judd also believes with Graham that choleoystltis
rarely exists without hepatitis.
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Judd also believes

that the occasional cases of associated pancreat
itis are due possibly to th� influx of bile into
the pancreatic duct. (36)
Infections ascending from the duodenum to
the gallbladder by the biliary passages are ruled
C

out because-of the frequency with which the gall
bladder contents are found to be sterile and the
/'

walls infected. (56)

Rehf'uss found in 2162 cases

of cholecystitis studied bacteriologically follow
ing cholecystectomy that more than 45% of the cult
ures from the gallbladder walls were positive while
_only 29% of the cultures were positive that came
from the contents of the gallbladder. (61)
-The direct spread from other abdominal organs

is also ruled out as a· connnon cause.

A few cases

of cholecystltis were found to be secondary to
highly placed inflammatory appendices.

These

cases are rare and are regarded as cu�ios·i ties.
� There is no evidence that organisms can spread
in a similar·way from non-inflammed viscera so
that route can be ruled ·out.
There. is one more route of infection worth
considering and that is the excretion from th� liver
in the bile.

The liver presumably gets rid of its

organism� by excreting them in the bile.

a .great

There is

deal of controversy as to whether the liver

can allow organisms to pass.

Thus the specific

�requency of intestinal organisms in ga�l stones
could be explained on.an anatomical basis.

The

big objection to .this theory is that of the sterile
bile in the g�llbladder 4 while the walls are infect
ed.

Th.is is more so in the chronic than it is in

the acute and it is conceivable that the biliary
infection has died out in the bile. (56)
The frequency of psychogenic origin in spasm
of the tile passages and in gallbladder disease
is all to ·often neglected as an etiologic factor.
Functional disorders of the g!'l.stro-intestinal tract

may present" symutoms closely akin tG cholecystitis
and may be the real reason of the patient's disab
ility. (45)

The history of most of these types of

cases is typical, there is first a.serious colic
that arises following some violent conscious
annoyance.

After this o�her attacks of colic occur

which finally tike�2.lace without the preceding
disturbances which occasioned the first few attacks.
Finally errors in diet alone will cause the ·patient
to go into ty!)ical attacks of bil�ary
spasm and
_
gallbladder disease. Many cases have been taken to
surgery much to the discomf�rt of the surgeon wno
found nothing on examination of the gallbladder
and biliary ducts.

Surgical treatment may·some

tilfles be successful in preventing the victtous circle
between the sometic and the psychic.

From the som

atic side, however, the memories of previous som
atic attacks serve to remind the patient and up
hold the psychic -component of the disease Rnd in
turn bring about new somstic disturbances again.
Both the somntic and the psychic, to be cured,·must
remov� the inner tension of th_e person th1:1t was or
iginally ,responsible for the first attack.

There

are two variations of the psychic attitude of gall�

bladder neurotics and these are conditioned by
two factors, 1.

an exaggerated response to the

conditions of the environment which are unpleasant,
2�: a fear of sudden attacks of pain.

The main

course of treatment is to diminish the psychic

reac_tivtty of the patient and also to remove the

stimuli_ to -which he reacts.

The physiciarfs hands

are tied_ as. far as removing the etiological factors
unless the psychoanalyst can eliminate the uncon
scious·mechanisms of the neurosis.

The fear of the

patient can be removed·to some extent b.y some devise
to releaye or prevent painful attacks. ( 22)
Aronsohn has set,down some principles to be
followed in causing_experimental cholecystitis1
1.

The condition produced must be the direct

result of the material used and not due to
any inherant def�ct.
2.

The ma.terial introduced must be normally

found in either body fluid_s or in ingested
foods and should not be artificial and foreign
in the body.
3.

The rection produced in the gallbladder

by the material must be sirnilar in appearance
to human cholecystitis.

He also asserts. that the ideal method for introd
uc.ing any substances into the gallbladder should
be by way of the natural passages to the organ such
- as the common duct f'or -·example. (2)
Mentz_ er at the Mayo Clin'ig found that 66%

of' 612 consecutive necropsy cases shown grossly
vfsible pathological changes in. the gallbladder.
I

•

75%, of the gallbladders 1�howed microscopic pathol-

ogical changf)s,.

,1

ti/ of the d,aths were due to
7.7�
·,,.'

disease of' the gallbladder. He found that gallbladder disease is essentially a disease of adults
the youngest patfent being 13 years of age. (48)
Blackford and Dwyer found in a series· of 1650
patients with gastric symptoms that gallbladder
was the most connnon organic cause.

They found

that gallbladder disease was twice as frequent aa
peptic ulcer and gastric carcinoma combined. (59)

.,

SYMPTOMS
The main symptoms of cholecystitis are pain,
, vomiting, fever, <Dnstipation, local tenderness
in the right hypochondrium, s�elling in the region
• of the gallbladder, rigi,di ty of th� overlying muscle·,
These symptoms will vary con -

and jaundice rarely.
I
•

siderably both in the individual patients and in
the different types of the disease itself. (69)
In the mild catarrhal form there.may be no
symptoms e_xcept slight indigestion.

If the attack

is more severe there ·may be paroxysmal pain and
.

.

.. tenderness over the region of the gallbladder, ·with
·,;

rigidity of the right upper rectus, nausea, vomiting fever, and distention.

The suppurative type

of the disease is the most severe, there is a mark
ed de_gree of prostration and there may be some in
dication of peritoneal irritation.
.

The pain is
.

often referred to the right shoulder as well as
pain over the gallbla<'.).der reg_ion.

Acute obstructive

cholecystitis is characterized by a typical sudden
attack of biliary colic from the passage of a stone
down the cystic-duct or being impacted in the neck
of the gallbladder.

In this case the pain does not

pass off in a short time �ut becomes worse, finally
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_being of the acute stabbing type. (55) ··
The symptoms of chronic cholecystitis.are
varied and depend to great degree on the sensitiv
ity of the patient and on the severity of the con
dit+on.

Piersol found the symptoms of the condit

ion. to be.classified as follows:
1.

Where biliary colic is the outstanding

symptom in about 40% of the cases • .
2.

Where there is·more or less persistant

pain in the right upper quadrant or the
epigastrJum. associated with tenderness and
rigidity and various symptoms of chronic
dyspepsfa.
3..

The largest group where the outstanding:..-,._.:

symptoms are due_ to disturbed gastri.c .function
1· · ·····. and attacks of pa_in are rare or absent. (59)
The.symptoms of the first group are those
of typical
'
biliary colic usually initiated with nausea and vom
iting.

The patient gives the impression of extreme

distress and pain�

The pain begins usually in the

epigastrium. or in the right upper quadrant of the
abdomen ·and rad�ates around the right costa� border
to the right subscapuler'region.

Thie pain is,so

severe that it often requires repeated injections
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of morphine.

The pain may cease as

suddenly

as it

came and leave the petient only a little soreness
over the region of the g�llbladder., This type of
patient may have intervals between attack s in which
there are pe�iods with freedom of
The

second

symptoms.

group complain of chronic dull,

aching soreness under the right costal margin, whibh
bothers them m0re after eating a full meal or when
they suffer a jarring or blow.
. of chronic
dyspeptic symptoms
'
fullne ss after meals

This type com�lain
suc.h

a s epigastric
. .
with belching and··. bloating.

These patients will often complain that certain
foods do not agree with them, such as fried and
greasy food s , and certain coarse·vegetables.

In

.some cases the mere overloading of the stomach will
cause this type of' distress .

Jaundice is not very

often encountered in this type of the disease, us
ually it is found in cases with a

stone

in the neck

of the gallbladder and in cases of a ssociated hep
atitis or cholangitis .
large it may
der.

sometime s

If the gallbladder is very
be palpable and may be ten

The overlying muscles may be rigid if' the pa�

ient i s seen during or after an attack of colic.
The third and largest group is much like the
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previous group except that there are rarely any
attacks of pain.

The disturbances of gastric

function with dyspeptic symptoms are the main
findings in these cases. (59)
On discu�sion of the main symptoms it is seen
that the pain in cholecystitis varies according
to whether or not,there is a stone attempting to
pass down the cystic duct..

If there i� a st.one

the pain will be located usually over the gall
bladder region •.

If there is an associated periton

itis,· as is often the case, the pain may. be diff

used over the right eostal �argin and in some cases
will be �elt over the right shoulder. (18)

In

chronic cholecystitis it· is easy to demonstrate
pathologic changes in and around the nerve fibers
of the gallbladder.

These changes consist mostly

of fibrosis and inflammation which cause stretch
ing,,ischemia and the local effects of inflammation
a�ound the nerve fibers endings.

These factors

either cause pain or so lower the threshold of
stimulation, that stimuli which would not normally
caus·e· a, reaction result in notic�able. findings
symptomatically. (71)

Vomiting is most commonly

seeri in the presence of galL stones �nd peritonitis,
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and is present usually in a lesser degree when
these two conditions are absent.
is a constant symptom.

Local tenderness

'l1h.e fever of cholecys_titis

is not usually high varying from 100 to i03 de
grees Fahrenheit.
.

r

Tb.is varies according to the

amount of inflammation and to the virQlence of the
i:dection.
,I

Const�pation is commonly found, usually

.- .- being more severe in cases. where there is a local
,peritonitis. The pulse is of little use as a·
diagnostic point, it may be slow even in cases of
acute cholecystitis and peritonitis.

Jaundice is

not usually, seen unless ther:e is a stone involved.
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DIAGNOSIS
The diagnosis of gallbladder disease· is no
longer a case of exclusion, but is a direct study·
of the organ.

The normal physiology of the gall-

bladder must 'oe known.in order,,t.o differentie.te.
it from ti:e char@lcteristic symptomatology of the
diseased state.

One must be on the lookout to

�istinguish gallbladder,lesions from-those of
other abdominal disturb�nces .-·· -They must also re
alize that they may be associated with these other
abdominal lesions.· No diagnostic procedure ts
complete unless a routine examination is made
which will rule out or include the possibilities
of·these other abdominal lesions.

This is import

ant because the finding of an associated lesion is
of great significance in the m�thod of handling
the patient.

Th�refore the different�al diagnosis

should include a direct study of the gallbladder and
an equally thorough examination.of the remainder
of the digestive tract.
The main points to take up in the diagnosis
of cholecystitis a�e the history, the physical
examination, laboratory tests, cholecystography,
and.b1liary drainage. -i:rb.e acute type of chole-
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cystitis is usually easily diagnosed by the clin
ical findings, while the chronic type is more de
pendant on the laboratory and technical investig
ations rather than on the. clinical impressions.
The main points of the history should pay

(44)

attention to recurrent flatulent attacks of indig
e�tion with upper abdominal distress, gas, nausea�
vomiting, as well as to certain food allergies.
The history . - should note if the patient has been
bothered with constipation, insomnia, rheumatic
attacks, and if he has difficulty in sleeping at
night.

The subject of p&in.should be gone into

most thoroughly because it is the most constant
finding. (12)

Lyon gives us a typical statement

that is characteristic of many cases, "P" fair,
fat, and forty, the mother of _cll.ildren, suffering
- from upper abdomin�l pain and b-elching gas." ( 40)
The careful physical examination of the abdom�
en cannot be supplanted, it is_ important here as
it is in all other diseases.

The physician should

be able to detect any circumscrtbed areas of ten
derness, localized muscular rigidity,. and the en
largement of any of the abdominal organs.

Re

should be able to sense the resistance which may

J
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suggest a mass and should be able to g�t a general
feel�1 of the �bdomen which varies. so much in· '
various abdominal conditions. The main points to
11

be undertaken should be-first inspection, which
. may reveal swelling or abdominal distention'.

Any

localized tenderness over the gallbladder area is
of imp.ortance •. Rigidity either ·by palpation or

that which is thsre before pressure is always
suspicious.

Once in a while·a gallbladder is

palpable arid may allow the examiner to determine
its size.
There are sever al labor_atory tests of importanoe in the diagnosis of cholecystitis, espec
ially of the chronic var!ety.

The icterlc index

is one of these tests, being a simple· quantita
tive measure of the bilirubinemia, the normal of
which is 4 to 6 in both adults and children.

If

the test reads from 7 to 15 it is evidence of an
·early or subclinical jaundice.

This may indio�

ate a partial or early obstruction of the biliary
tract, or disease of the liver.

This examination

can be carried o�t from day to day and if they
fluctuate it may be an indication of fo ball valve
type of stone in the common duct.

A leukocyte
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count is a valuable index to the degree of. infect
ion, is it _is over 20,000 one should be suspicious
of empyema of the gallbladder.

The Van_den �ergh

test is a counter check on the icteric index i�
jaundice cases.

It helps in differentiating be

tween jaundice due to obstruction and that.of ex
tra-hepatic origin, but only as it indicates the
type of bilirub_inemia curve.

The 11 ver function

-test is a dye excretion test determining the fun
ctional state of the gallbladder.

Normally the

bromosulfalein dye completely disar,,pe_ars from the
blood within 30 minutes, the. amount of dye after
this indicates roughly the ·amount of liver damage.
The galactose -tolerance t�st was introduced by
Richard Bauer as a method for distinguishing diffuse
liver damage, such as occurs in hepatitis or cirr
hosis, from patchy lesions in the liver or obstruc
tive jaundice.

The normal result is an excretion

of less than 3 grams of galactose in the urine
after the oral administration of 40 grams.

The

more galactose in the urine there is the more it
probably indicates that there is a- ce�tain degree·
of hepatic damage.

A normal test does not mean

that hepatitis is ruled out and a high result does
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not prove

t hat the

uctive type.

jaundice is no t of the obstr

A blood cholesterol es t imation is

normally between 100 to 230 mg. per 100 cc. of
blood.

A blood Q.iastase examina t ion is only use

ful in diagnosing acute pancreatit is usually.
Plain gallbladder films are not so good for showing
stones since only

t he

positive density of calcium.

gall stones are demonstrated by·this method.
method is indicated in jsundice cases. (-44)

Thi�
Often

a gastric acidity examina t ion will reveal a low
or negative free acid value in cases of cholecy
stit is. (45)

DeCoury believes

t ha t . the

blood io

dine is a better indication of the liver function
in cholecystitis cases of�long st anding than are
t�e dye tests now in general use, especially since
iodine is a normal constituent of the blood.
believes

that

He

many cases of liver death could be

avoided in pat ients showing

high

blood iodine values

by giving them glucose before they are operated.
In cases of cholecyst itis, choleli t hiasis and
hepa t i t is he fo�nd that

t hey

were invariably ace-

. ompanied by a high blood iodine.

De0oury believes

that the iodine metabolism is controlled by the
stellate cells of Kupffer in

the

liver sinusoids. (19)
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Next in the diagnostic procedures of chqleoystitis
is that of cholecystography.

Primarily cholecy

stography is a test of the normal functional cap
acity of the gallbladder and of its ability of
receive and concentrate the bile.

If the Qrgan

can do this and can produce a shadow by the dye
it becomes like roentgenologie examinations of
other organs such as the examination of the stom
ach for ulcers and tumors.

Since the examination

.ts pri,narily for determination of the functionar
capacity of the organ this should be noted first
in all reports as to whether. it is normal, poorly
or non-functioning.

If there is no shadow it in

dicates that there is an impairment of the gall•

t

bladder ability to receive and concentrate the
bile.

If the shadow is faint this is·not so reli-

able since the element of human error comes into
Mottling of the shadow often indic

the question.

ates gall stones and tumors.

If the _gallblaader

shadow is the same throughout the examination it
is probably due to a diseased gallbladder and
should be reexamined without the dye.

According

to Kirklin this method of diagnosis is not used
enough when the clinical manifestations are indef-

J
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inite and indecisive.

There are no contraindica

tions for the use of this method although at one
time it was forbidden.if the patient had a jaundice. (37)

There are secondary signs to be found

asso6iated with gallbJadder disease, these are
divided into 3 groups by Friedman as followss
1.

Pressure �eformities, 2.

from adhesians, 3.

changes res�lting

functional changes.

Pressure

deformities are seen :i.n the duodenum where flatt
ening of the duodenal cap or outline of the gall
bladder was seen on the external or superior sur
face of the duodenum.-

Similar deformities of the

antrum of the stomach are seen.

In the colon chan

ges in the hepatic flexur� and transverse portion
are noticed.

Although these conditions need not

follow a cholecystitis when they do occur they are
often due to a pericholecystitis- with adhesions
. between - the gallbladder and adjacent organs;•

These

adhesions between the gallbladder and adjacent
organs may also·arise from some other localized per�
itonitis.

Changes arise from adhesions and may

cause a fixation of the stomach and duodenum to
the gallbladder.

This may also cause a similar

change in position of the hepatic flexure and

\
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transverse colon.

Functional c_hanges in the

stomach may be picked up such as tonic contractions
of' the pylorus which may be pathogonomic.· Spasms
of the ·cardia of' the 'esophagus may also be noticed
which also may be of' importan�e as diagnostic points.
These secondary or indirect signs at the present
time are generally -given little consideration as
evidence f'or _or against gallbladder disease.

Fried

man concludes from this that little advance in
diagnostic methods and criteria has been slight,
although· roentgenologJc technique and s
· kill in
reeognizing stones has. (24).
The last diagnostic procedure to be discussed
is that o"f biliary d�ainage.

The purpose of this

technic is to segregate the specimens from the
diff'erent parts ·of-the biliary.tract.

On micros

copic examination of the specimens obtained import
ant diagnostic points can be made.

If there is

more mucous than normal it indicates a condition
of' catarrh, if there are pus. ·cells it- inqicates
inf'lammation.

If there is an in�rease in the

·number of bacteria. there will' b.e an infection of
the biliary duct system prese�t.

When there is

an increase over the normal ·or biliary tract
crystals it may indicate the possibility

of

gall-
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stones.

Infestation is the result when parasites

are the responsible agents. (30)
The differential diagnosis of pathological
conditions or the right side of the ·abdomen is
difficult when one considers the num9rous condit
ions that can simllate gallbladder disease.

There

are the urinary conditions such as stone in the
.right kidney or 1:1-reter, nephroopto_s-is (Dietl' s
Crisis), kind or stricture of the ureter, hydro
nephrosis, hyper-nephroma· and renal tuberculosis •.
Other conditions similating gallbledder disease
are angina J)ectoris, spinal _disease, arthritis,
metastases and tuberculosis, tabes dorsalis (crises)
.

.

sickle cell anemia ( crise_�) herpes zoster, e.ppend. ioitis, hemolytic--jaundice, chronic right pleura
disease, irritation to the posterior spinel nerve
roots, 9ancreatitis, duodenal·anomalies, hepatitis,
and hernia at esophf'.geal hiatus_. (42)

TREATMENT
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The decision as.to what type

of

treHtment

should be used in handling a.gallbladder case
depends,

of

course,

on

the diagnosis made and

upon ·any conditions associated with it.
fore

a com0lete study

of

There

the �ase must be made

which should reveal the functi9nal capacity
the

organ,

whether

or

of

not there are any stones,

and what type :of patient you are dealing with.
- The history should describe any pi3st incidences
of

upset in the gastrointestinal tr·act, and should

in a general way indicate the duration of the active
symptoms.

A careful physical examination

of

the

abdome·n will be done and may detect. circumscribed
areas of tenderness, muscle rigidity and any en
largement

of

the abdominal

o �gans.

The laboratory

examinations will also aid in the diagnosis and
may give evidence. es to what·the needs .of treatment
are.

Intubation of the duodenum should disclose

whether the ducts are closed or not,. the degree
of.·

gallbladder function, whether there is a local

mucosal infection and the presence

a

stone. (41)

the

functional

or

absence

of

Cholecystography will determine
capncity

of

the gallbladder and
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the ability of the organ to receive and concen
It will note whether there is a

trate the bile.

possibility of pericholecystitis, and if there
.

.

.

are stones and whether they are obstructing a part
of the biliary system or ·not.

In the hands of an

expert roentgenologist a'valuable conclusion as
to the presence or absence of a dysfunctioning
gallbladder c-an be made.

An inspection of the

present day idea of treatment indicates that there
·is need of· change.

The surgeons a_re too inclined

to favor operatiqn of the condition and the in
ternists are too inclined to use the conservative·
medic.al. management.

There can be no denying that

either method is. of great ' importance.in the cond.
.
ition. When there is a cl.ear cut indication for
incision and removal

or the gallbladder there is

nothing to replace the- value of the surgical treat
ment.

Altho�gh there is little danger in the hands

of go:od operators, there is always risk in a major
surgical procedure of the abdomen.

Part of the

low mortality of surgery is due to the previous
preperation of the patient,_ the patient himself,
as well as the expertness of the surgery.

The

difficulty is in arriving at a conclusion as to
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which patients should be allowed to go to surgery
and which shouldn't.
· There is a growing tendency today for more
surgery where there is the presence of a stone
producing symptoms.

In these cases where there

is a stone the best results from surgery have been
obtained.

The cas�s without stone are a different

problem, the general tendency now is that surgic
al results are not as good as they were in the
cases with stone.
It must be remembered that there are other
�ymptoms besides pain and that the removal of the
gallbladder may not relieve these other complaints.
This is not an indictment of surgical results
•

L

because in many instances the patient was relieved
of the acute condition and experienced no recurr
ance of pain in the gallbladder.

This is primarily

to show that there are many individuals who have
symptoms due to disease of the colon, stomach,
liver and nervous systems etc, yet which were not
due to infections, adhesions or stones of the
biliary tract.

If after. the condition has been

diagnosed 'by the history, physical examination,
laboratory procedure_s, cholecystography, and duod-
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post-operative. (40.

Peterman, Priest and Graham

in 1921, believed that the gallbladder.should be
removed in gallbladder disease because of the free
lymphatic communications with the liver and the
possibility of the i�fection passing easily from
one organ to the· other and thus causing a vicious
circle. (58)

Mock; Brown and Dolkart agree with

Hall in all the conditi-ons permiting_ surgery and
add that of choleoystitis which shows no improve
ment on medical management, and in cases of gangrene
Marshall Clint.on has a
few different ideas as to which are the-surgical
of the gall bladder. ( 50)

indications, his indications are as follows:
'

'

1.

Repeated disabling attac�s.

2.

Signs of s.tones or ·infection of the

common duct.
3.

Acute gallbladder attacks that too often

go on to gangrene.
4.

Frank attacks of acute pancreatitis .•

5.

Cases the.t don I t respond to medical

treatment. (15)
MeJson .states that a small portion of patients
with symptoms and signs of . gallbladder disease
need surgery.

He believes that medical management
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Signs of s.tones or ·infection of -phe

common duct.
3.

Acute gallbladder attacks that

t90

often

go on to gangrene.
4.
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Cases that don't respond to medical

treatment. (15)
MeJs on .states that a small portion of patients
with symptoms and signs of gallbladder disease
need surgery.

He believes that medical management
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should be used in all oases of gallbladder disease
without stones before surgical intervention is
carried out.

He also states thet the evidence

must be overwhel�ingly strong before ascribing
.focal infection to the gallbladder. (45)

Any

oholeoystectomy which is not accompanied by the
·most. thorough attempt to ascertain the existance

of .stones in the ducts is definitely an incomplete

procedure. (39)
The,, question of eholecystectomy or cholecystostomy as the technique-of choice in operation
will not be discussed here,. but the former method
seems to be the method used by most operators. (4)
If a functioning gallbl_adder is expected of a
oholeoystostomy procedure the result �ill not bear

the hope out. (34)

The time limit is important

in gailbladder surgery, the procedure should not
take long�r than 30-40 minutes for the best results.
When s�rgery is the method of choice there. is
again a question that.arises, this is the question
of early or rate inter-vention.· There is also some
.\

confusion as to what.is considered �arly and what
is considered delayed and what it means to surgery
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time.

By early is meant the intervention before

there are marked pericholecystic and perichole
dochal inflarmnatory reactions. (29)
According to Cave there is no set time in
all cases, it: being a matter of careful individ
ualism· if the op�rative mertality•_is to be low.
He states that the great majority of surgeons
prefer to intervene somewhere betwe.en the l.st and
5th days, thus- allowing plenty of time for adequ
ate pre-operative care. (14·)

Miller in 1930 be

lieved that cases of acute cholecystitis should
be aiiowed to subside -in order thRt they be better
chances for operation •. He states that this has
two advanta_ges that the patient stands the surgery
better and the chances for a <ilolecystectomy are
better instead of the le�s desireable cholecystos.

tomy procedure.

.

He advoc·ates proper medical and

pre-operative care, such as close inspection of
the heart, and the administration of fluids, etc.
This sho,1.ld be done until there is a. subsidence
of the symptoms and then the operative work may
be carried out. (49)

The advantages of early or

immediate intervention is that the operator does
not have to deal with friable str.uc,tures th'at are
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edematous or indurated and there is less chance
of injuring the ex�ra-hepatic bile duets or the
hepatic blood supply. {29)

The operative proced

ure is also easier, since due to the edema of the
gallbladder it is easy to peel the organ from the
liver b�d. {16)- An acutely inflanimed gallbladder
should be removed if there is no unreasonable risk.
If the operation is delayed the patient's _condition
may fail and he will not be in condition for any
surgical procedures.

The patient may become dehy

drated from prolonged vomiting or anorexia. {29)
There is some chance of gangrene and perforation

-_ and this is thought by some to outweigh the danger
of immediate surgery, and there.fore they advocate_
· e.arly surgery. {32)

GlintoJJ, however, do·es -not be

lieve that cholecystitis is like appendicitis and
that there is little to" worry about in perforations
of the gallbladder, and states that those who be
lieve in surgery should hear this idea in rnind.
{15) (16)

-Mortality in cholecystectomy in the

acute lesion is low and becomes greater the longer
the delay and the more the disease progresses,
thus exploration in the first few hours after the
onset of sympto,ms seems to have more advocates
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than does the plan of delay. (29) (39)

The follow-

1-ng men advocate early operation in acute chole
cysti tis, Walton, Bland and Sutton, Kirschner·,
Crile, Graham, Mentzer, Judd and Phillips, Stone
and Owings, Nadler, and Heuer. (39) {52) (69)

Al

though gallstones are considered by most authorit
ies to be indications fpr surgical treatment. there
are a few exceptions to ,this ·rule.

Non-operative

cases of gallstones are those or a silent stone
in an advanced senile or sclerotic cardiovascular
renal disease;· where there is obvious liver damage

.

.

and severe anemia or disposition to hemorrhage,
in cases of coronary disease, where jaundice ex
ists with a changing level of b1lirubinem1a, where
there-is an acute upper. respiratory disease, hyper
tenaion, and where there is n-0 change from norrr:,al
function although there ¾s a large ftone present. (62)
There are certain conditions·which may not
allow·immediate surgery yet if controlled can Jater
be operated.

Age is not
a contraindication, al.
'

though the aged offer less prospect of readjustment
on a physiologic level.

In cardiac cases, if

skillfully hRndled, the patient can tolerate sur
gery if they have not started to deeompensateo
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Renal disease is a more frequent cause of post
operative death than are heart lesions, because
they are. not so obviously man:lfAsted and may be
easily ov�rlooked.

Operetions of the liver and of

the biliary system are apt to throw unexpected
.

.

Diabetis ntellitus is de-

burdens o
_ n the kidney.
·,

finitely contraindicated for major surgical procedure if it is r.iot under complete control because
of the danger of acidosis. (42)·
Medical management
The medical treatment of gallbladder disease
is usually directed toward the ·symptoms, and does
not pay enough_ attention to the underlying causes
of the condition.

The first phase of treatment

should be directed toward the symptoms�- .but a.fter
the·complaints of pain, nausea, vomiting and upper
abdominal pain have been handled the underlying
ca.uses should be attacked.

Gallbladder dise_ase

is a secondary condition almost'alwayB and there
are at lee.st three fundamental factors associated
with it •. These factors_ a.re the metabolic problem,

. '

the problem of infection and the question of stasis.
i

;-��=

·The types o�_ gallbladder disease which a.re
entirely-to be handled by medical management accord1_
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ing

to

Hall are .as follows:

1.

Biliary dyskinesia.

2.

Simple catarrhal

3.

0:t,st ruc tion of

cholecystitis.

t he

cystic duct by catarrh

with early ehelecystitis.
4.

Infe ct ious chol.ecystitis 'that is se condary

to acute infections such.as
5.

typhoid

fever.

The stoneless gallbladder wit h chronic

. cholecys t i tis •.
6�

Where there is

t oo

great surgical risk.

7.

Infestation of the duqdenum and biliary

t ract .

Hepat ic and intest inal

8.

t oxemias.

(30)

In. certain persons where there has_ been ev
idence

t hat t here

may be future gallbladder diff

icult y it is well to follow a prophrlactic proced
ure.

Once

t he

chronic· type of disease has occurred

·it is difficult

to

'

handle with success.

All foci

of infect ions should be eliminat ed s-uch as upper
respirat ory infections, b�d

t eeth

and

t he

most im

port ant offender,· the large bowel infe.ct ions·. (59)
To handle

t his

last cbrohic constipation should be

prevented and the colitis eliminated.

The metabolic

fact or must be wa� ched and proper regulat ion and
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restriction .of diet Dut in force.

Drugs that are

known as liver irritants, ·such as atophan, cinco

phen, the arsenicals, chloroform, carbontetracp]_oride
and tetra:chlorethane, should be avoided·.

The

hypercholeateremia in pregnant women following
_ infections and in certain chronic diseases should
also be controlled. (30)
The metabolic phase of the treatment will be
discussed first including the type of diet that is
deemed best suited for the condition.

For years

•Cholesterol metabolism has been tied up with the
me·tabolic problem. . It was found that · in many in
stances the blood cholesterol was elevated in nor
mal persons, followe� by pPriods where there was
a normal blood cholesterol.

It has been found that

th� gallbladder secretes cholesterol and that in

infection·s of the gallblaµder there ls an increas
ed absorption of bile salts.

It is thought that

the chole sterosis is due· to an increased secretion
The metabolic phase is

with decreased absorption.

evidently connected with the cha.nges ·in bile whether
at its ·source, the liver cells, or in the
produced
.

.

gallbladder.

.

'\.

'

Thus any factor which can effect

these organs is important in t.hese patients.

Then
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comes the question of high and low cholesterol and
high and low fat diets. (62)

The diet should be

regulated so as to minimize the development of
gallstones and to lesson the metabolic load on the
liver..

There is no stereotyped diet that is suit

able to all co nditions, therefore ·it must be deter
mined according to the individual req�irements. (59)
Ivy gives two types of diets one a sedative or non
stimulating diet, and t�e other a stimulating diet.
The.stimulating diet contains high fat, fruit juices,
meat, and evacuates th� gallbladder by the product
ion of cholecystokinin.

The sedative or non

stimulating diet contains minimum fat, meat and
fruits to obvia,te this natural cholegogue action.
This diet is composed mainly of a maximum carbo
hydrate type of food.

In both types there should

be low cholesterol because a� excess might cause
a thick bile. (25) (34)

The stimulating diet gen

erally should be used in chronic conditions·espec-·
ially when the gallbladder is non-active.

The sed

ative diet is.used in acute conditions where there
is often a S')asm. of the ,sphincter of Oddi. (25)
The foods to eliminate to conform to the non
stimulating diet are as follows:

egg yolk, cream,
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cheese, kidney, liver, sweetbreads, brain, duck;
goose, meat fat, pork and its products, and suet.
Butter may be allowed in small quantities.

In

stead cereal gruels, starches, and sugars should
If

·be given in the acute form of cholecystitis.

the patient is vomiting, glucose and fluids may
Protein ca� be supplied·by giving gel-.

be give�.
atin.

The ordinary vitamins must be in the con

tents of the-diet.

No �ile salts should be given

because they will increase the work of the liver.
In cases of biliary dyskinesia some but not too
much fat meat, and fruit may be give. (34)

In

any cases of liver damage where the blood urea
nitrogen ts high a low protein diet.may be given
since the liver may have.lost some of its power
to detoxify the split protein products of dige�
tion.

However, on the other hand the body needs

a minimum of protein intake.

If the liver is

damaged Mann and others have shown that a high
carbohydrate intake is of advantage.

Thus, in

cases of chronic cholecystitis where there is
more or less functional or organic impairment or
liver' cells, the carbohydrate type of diet is the
�

diet to place reliance on-for the ·caloric require-

-6'1-

ments and to maintain the glycogen reserve of the
liver.

This agrees with Ivy who does not believe

in over stimulating the gallbladder alth01,1.gh he
does advocate the s�imulating type of diet. {34)
Some believe in small, frequent meals which avoid
distention rather than lBrge meals which-HT'e like
ly to cause hepatic congestion. (62)

If the pat

ient is obese, the we•ight should be cut down by
a total caloric ·reduction.

The gastro-intestinal

tract·-should not be irritated and yet the bowels
should be kept open.

Some advise the use of lib

eral amounts of uncooked fat_s in the diet and
hourly feedings of milk and cream, keto cholanic
acid,·antispasmodics, this being contraindicated
when the condition is that of acute chotecystitis
or obstruction. (50) (65)

As an aid in promoting·

bil.iary drainRge free catharsis should be employed
using the oldest and simplest methods especia-lly
the chologogue types such -as sodium phosphate,
calomel, blue mass, podophylin.

Never use mer

curial laxatives·routinely because of the danger
of. mercury poisoning.

Six to eight ounces of hot

water may be taken after each meal which lessens
the viscosity of the bl.le and overcomes stagnationo

.__
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{59)

Ivy advocates the llse of mineral oil, a

teaspoonful three times_daily before meals. {34)
The infection problem of gallbladder disease
includes the different foci of infection.

Inas

much as gallbladder infection is neBrly always a
secondary affair it follows that a previous focus
of general infection bad to exist before the gall9ladder involvement could appear.

Clinicians of

large experience have noticed a disappearance of.
acute gallbladder problems foll-owing tonl'!'illectomy.
Thus the medica.l problem here i� to look for and
remove the inf'ections..

Some of the methods of

treatment of infections have bee� vaccines, bacter
iophage, serum and nonspecifiq. therapy, types of
filtrate therapy, and systemic measures.

Some of

these seem clinically useful,_ot�ers do more harm
than good.

In general the results .have not been

very striking.

The chief antiseptics of any use

are the sa.licylates, methena.mlne, salyrgan, and
tetraiodophthalein.

If the patient is hyperacid

with belching and bloating he may be given an alkali,
belladonna and nitrites.

If the patient has a

hypoacidity he may be given hydrochloric acido

(25) (30) (59}

The best method of combating -in-
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fection in these cases is to remove the foci of
infection especially those of the colon which are
probably the largest source of in:f'ection. ·(59)
The third factor in the treatment of gall
bladder disease is that of· stasis.

Stasis is of

much importance in the development or cholecystitia
� and influences the chemical and metabolic functions
and contributes to the awakening of \atent and in-·
active infections.to an_active process in one of
the_most vital .systems of the organism.

Stasis,

partial .or temporary, caused by inhibition of the
normal" bile :f'low may be produced oy marked changes
in the bile or by-changes in the normal mechanism
by which the gallbladder evacuates •. This provides
a rational basis for the prevention and treatment
of biliary stasis and is a rational approach ·
to the medical treatment of chronic cholecystitis.
(42)

The best drugs for the stimulation of a

free flow of bile and for causing the gallbladder
to contract are the bile salts themselves.

These

bile salts are composed of sodium salts of conjug
ated cholic acid, glycocholic and taurocholic acid.•
The most effective is becholin which is an oxidation product of cholic acid derived from the bile
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acids.

This can be given 4 to 8 grams 2 to 3

times per day for 4 to 6 weeks w1.til a free .flow
of bile is. induced·. (25) · (59)

Duodenal intubation
This

is an important method of combating stasis.

me1;;hod takes more time and is troubleoome but it
is the best �ethod for promoting drainage.

Here

all the infected material is removed at once from
the body wherea.s other methods merely pass 1 t into
the bowel where it may be reabsorbed and probably
is taken back into the system.

The main draw

backs o.f the met.hod are that it ·is fatiguing to
the patient. t59)

Lyon advises the use of it as

a .Pre-operative measure in the aged to "detoxicate"
the patient. (41)

Diet is another factor in com

bating stasis� here fatty.meals will stimulate the
gallbladder to contract although there are some
who do not agree with this. (59)

Exercise taken

systematically, being out-doer s, bathing, local
hrdrotherapeutic measures, no fatigue or nervous
strain and careful regulation of the patients
ge�eral hygiene,_all play·a p:3.rt in promoting the
normal .flow o.f bile.

There are a few drugs consid

ered as aiding the flow of bile su·ch as salicy.lic
acid. Epsom sR.lts are someti:11es given by· mouth
or duodenal tube in the morning to he�p promote
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bile. flowl

The clearing up of associated conditions

will also heip to promote this normal.flow of bile
such as treating duodenal ulcers.

Other cnnditions

that need control are pancreatitis and colitis.
(30)

(59)
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